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Abstract
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Coastal and offshore ecotypes of common bottlenose dolphins have been recognized
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in the western South Atlantic, and it is possible that trophic niche divergence associated with social interactions is leading them to genetic and phenotypic differentiation. The significant morphological differentiation observed between these ecotypes
suggests they represent two different subspecies. However, there is still a need to
investigate whether there is congruence between morphological and genetic data
to rule out the possibility of ecophenotypic variation accompanied by gene flow.
Mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) control region sequence data and 10 microsatellite loci
collected from stranded and biopsied dolphins sampled in coastal and offshore waters of Brazil as well as 106 skulls for morphological analyses were used to determine
whether the morphological differentiation was supported by genetic differentiation.
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There was congruence among the data sets, reinforcing the presence of two dis-
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mtDNA haplotype and possibly low levels of gene flow (around 1% of migrants per
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ecotype) and T. t. truncatus (offshore ecotype). The endemic distribution of T. t. ge-
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tinct ecotypes. The divergence may be relatively recent, however, given the moderate values of mtDNA nucleotide divergence (dA = 0.008), presence of one shared
generation). Results suggest the ecotypes may be in the process of speciation and
reinforce they are best described as two different subspecies until the degree of nuclear genetic divergence is thoroughly evaluated: Tursiops truncatus gephyreus (coastal
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

loci, and are adapted to distinct ecological conditions that can act as
barriers to gene flow (Lowry, 2012). It has been argued that ecotypes

Marine environments have the potential for gene flow across large geo-

can be considered as an early stage of divergence in which genetic

graphic distances since absolute barriers are uncommon in this habitat.

differences are “a result of adaptations to specific sets of environ-

Restriction of gene flow, however, is not always associated with geo-

mental factors that define habitats” (Lowry, 2012). Divergent selec-

graphic barriers, and speciation can occur in parapatry or sympatry

tion on traits in populations occupying contrasting environments

(Berner, Grandchamp, & Hendry, 2009; Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Rundle

or with distinct niches can result in reproductive isolation and ulti-

& Schluter, 2004). Environmental conditions may serve as barriers to

mately may even lead to speciation (i.e. ecological speciation) if di-

gene flow: ocean currents and water temperature can create biogeo-

vergence is maintained through time (Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Schluter,

graphic regions and limit the dispersal of species (Palumbi, 1994). For

2001). Ecotypes that represent advanced stages of the differentia-

example, Teske et al. (2019) showed evidence of thermal-mediated ge-

tion process may coincide with distinct taxonomic units—subspecies

netic divergence among populations of a coastal fish (Psammogobius

or species (Gregor, 1944). The term subspecies can be defined as “a

knysnaensis) inhabiting the South African coastline. This region is char-

population, or collection of populations, that appears to be a sepa-

acterized by different temperature-defined marine bioregions over a

rately evolving lineage with discontinuities resulting from geography,

small geographic scale, and this thermal gradient seems to be associ-

ecological specializations or other forces that restrict gene flow to

ated with phylogeographic breaks separating several coastal species in

the point that the population or collection of populations is diagnos-

this region (Teske, Heyden, McQuaid, & Barker, 2011).

ably distinct” (Taylor, Perrin, et al., 2017). Whereas subspecies can

There are also examples of behavioural barriers to gene flow in

have some low ongoing gene flow, a species is “a separately evolv-

marine environments. Evidence of rapid ecologically based diver-

ing lineage composed of a population or collection of populations”

gence has been demonstrated for two ecotypes of European floun-

that is reproductively isolated from other species (Taylor, Perrin, et

ders (Platichthys flesus) in the Baltic Sea based on distinct spawning

al., 2017). Some examples of marine speciation driven by ecological

behaviour associated with salinity tolerance (Momigliano et al., 2017).

barriers (e.g. habitat segregation) can be cited between ecotypes of

Mate recognition can be another mechanism driving divergence be-

manta rays (e.g. Kashiwagi, Marshall, Bennett, & Ovenden, 2012),

tween marine species. It has been hypothesized that distinct vocaliza-

teleost fish (e.g. Beheregaray & Levy, 2000) and marine mammals

tion may be used by sympatric reef fish species (genus Haemulon) that

(e.g. Foote & Morin, 2016).

spawn at night to find mates in the dark (Rocha, Lindeman, Rocha, &

Marine mammals are highly mobile predators and exhibit a va-

Lessios, 2008). Speciation in other reef fish species (e.g. gobies) at range

riety of habitat and prey preferences, and foraging techniques (see

boundaries or in sympatric areas can be influenced by assortative mat-

Heithaus & Dill, 2002). A classic example of a marine mammal spe-

ing associated with coloration (Taylor & Hellberg, 2005). Further, prey

cies that has diverged into morphologically and genetically disparate

quality, energetic demands and competition can influence animals'

ecotypes due to specialized foraging behaviour and niche pref-

feeding strategies and habitat selection (Spitz et al., 2012). Differences

erences is the killer whale, Orcinus orca (Foote, Newton, Piertney,

in prey preference, foraging techniques and social interactions may

Willerslev, & Gilbert, 2009; Ford et al., 1998; Pitman, Perryman,

lead to habitat segregation, and the interaction of the individuals with

LeRoi, & Eilers, 2007). In particular, the distinct ecotypes of the east-

their environment can result in ecologically based divergent selection

ern North Pacific are believed to be in the process of speciation,

(Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Schluter, 2001).

possibly initiated by differential ecological pressures due to different

Such niche specialization can lead to the segregation of popula-

foraging tactics followed by limited gene flow reinforced by strong

tions into ecotypes, which are defined as populations within a spe-

social structure, and expansion of these new populations along dis-

cies that differ in multiple traits, including allele frequencies across

tinct matrilineal lines (Foote & Morin, 2016).
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The presence of different ecotypes (coastal and offshore) has
also been recognized for the common bottlenose dolphin Tursiops

3

the western South Atlantic, but the authors did not examine the
congruence between the morphological and genetic findings.

truncatus (Montagu, 1821) in many parts of the world (Costa, Rosel,

Accurate species delimitation, in other words defining whether

Daura-Jorge, & Simões-Lopes, 2016; Fruet et al., 2017; Hoelzel,

groups represent different populations, subspecies or species, is

Potter, & Best, 1998; Louis et al., 2014; Mead & Potter, 1995; Perrin,

essential for understanding at which stage of the speciation pro-

Thieleking, Walker, Archer, & Robertson, 2011; Rosel, Hansen,

cess these groups are found and for helping to better define spe-

& Hohn, 2009; Van Waerebeek, Reyes, Read, & McKinnon, 1990;

cies diversity, ecological interactions, and effective conservation

Vollmer & Rosel, 2013). The coastal ecotype of common bottlenose

and management strategies. As stated by Dayrat (2005), morphol-

dolphins is generally found in shallower, nearshore coastal waters,

ogy-based taxonomy is the study of morphological diversity and

including bays, sounds and estuaries, and in some geographic re-

the potential species described should be considered as hypothe-

gions, it can be lighter coloured than the offshore ecotype, which is

ses to be tested using additional approaches. The use of “integra-

found in deeper, more pelagic waters (Félix et al., 2018; Fruet et al.,

tive taxonomy”, which involves the use of different sources of data

2017; Hersh & Duffield, 1990; Sanino & Yáñez, 2001; Simões-Lopes

(e.g. morphological, molecular, behavioural), has been growing in

et al., 2019; Torres, Rosel, D'Agrosa, & Read, 2003; Van Waerebeek

the literature as a strategy to more accurately delimit species

et al., 1990; Vollmer & Rosel, 2013).

and address issues that arise when using a single line of evidence

In the western South Atlantic (wSA), the taxonomic status

alone, such as morphological data (Padial, Miralles, Riva, & Vences,

of the two ecotypes has been debated (see Costa et al., 2016;

2010). The congruence of additional approaches with the morpho-

Wickert, Eye, Oliveira, & Moreno, 2016). Lahille (1908) suggested

logical findings of potential species is considered more robust ev-

the presence of a new species, Tursiops gephyreus, based on the

idence supporting lineage divergence (Dayrat, 2005; Padial et al.,

cranial morphology of two specimens collected in the La Plata

2010).

River, Argentina. More recently, two different hypotheses have

Here, we compared and integrated morphological and molec-

emerged based on morphology. Cranial and skeletal morphological

ular genetic data to examine the level of evolutionary divergence

analyses conducted by Costa et al. (2016) revealed the presence

between the ecotypes of bottlenose dolphins in the western

of two well-differentiated and diagnosably distinct groups with

South Atlantic (wSA). Additionally, we examined the genetic rela-

morphological characteristics indicating distinct habitat prefer-

tionship of the two wSA ecotypes with the well-studied ecotypes

ences. These findings led the authors to suggest the presence of

described for the western North Atlantic (wNA) to test the hy-

distinct ecotypes in the western South Atlantic. Ecotypes that are

pothesis of genetic connectivity between the two oceanographic

diagnosably distinct from each other by morphological characters

regions and place this study in a broader phylogeographic context

may be considered as subspecies (Clausen, Keck, & Hiesey, 1941;

in the western Atlantic Ocean. We also discuss on the potential

Gregor, 1944). Therefore, these findings led Costa et al. (2016)

speciation processes driving the divergence between the wSA

to recognize the wSA ecotypes as the subspecies T. t. truncatus

ecotypes.

(offshore ecotype) and T. t. gephyreus (coastal ecotype, because
it was considered morphologically similar to the previously described gephyreus type by Lahille, 1908). Conversely, a concurrent
morphological study (Wickert et al., 2016) elevated both forms to
species based on six qualitative cranial characters and following a

2 | M E TH O DS
2.1 | Samples for genetic analyses

“diagnosable version of the Phylogenetic Species Concept” where
species are defined “as the smallest aggregation of populations

We analysed 253 samples of T. truncatus from the western South

(sexual) or lineages (asexual) diagnosable by a unique combination

Atlantic, which included 161 biopsy and 92 stranding samples

of character states in comparable individuals” (Nixon & Wheeler,

(55 soft tissues; 37 teeth) (Table S1, Figure 1). Skin biopsy sam-

1990). However, these morphological characters did not classify

ples (n = 161) were collected in 2007–2013 from photo-identified

all the samples with 100% accuracy: four of the six morphological

resident dolphins inhabiting the estuaries and adjacent waters of

characters they identified to visually distinguish between the eco-

Laguna (n = 16) and Patos Lagoon (n = 83), southern Brazil, and

types showed some degree of character overlap (see Wickert et

from dolphins in Brazilian waters deeper than 100 m and at least

al., 2016—Results and Supporting Information S5), results that are

100 km from the coast (n = 62) using a biopsy dart system de-

more in line with a subspecies description (Martien et al., 2017). In

signed for small cetaceans (F. Larsen, Ceta-Dart). These biopsies

addition, both studies used skulls collected from stranded animals,

included some samples (n = 120) used by Fruet et al. (2017), with

resulting in a lack of knowledge about their population of origin

new samples (n = 41) collected in all locations. Tissues (n = 55)

since ocean currents can disperse carcasses far from their original

from stranded dolphins were also collected in 2005–2013. Two

habitat (Peltier et al., 2012), and none has examined the level of

stranded individuals were photo-identified as resident dolphins

genetic differentiation between these groups. A population ge-

from Laguna (coastal ecotype), 18 had skulls available and were

netic study was conducted by Fruet et al. (2017) using biopsied

identified to the ecotype level based on cranial morphology (see

bottlenose dolphins collected in coastal and offshore waters of

below), and the remaining 35 were considered of unknown origin
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F I G U R E 1 Map of the western South Atlantic study area showing sampling locations of (a) biopsy and (b) stranding samples used in the
genetic analyses. Samples are identified by colour according to the origin (see text): coastal waters/morphology (green), offshore waters/
morphology (blue) and unknown origin (orange)

since there was no information available that allowed their clas-

(multiplexes 1 and 2 in Table S3) with a Qiagen Type-it Microsatellite

sification to ecotype. Further, to increase the sample size of speci-

PCR kit following Rosel, Wilcox, et al. (2017). We also attempted to

mens with both morphological and genetic data for the analysis of

genotype 7 loci (Table S3) from a tooth of a specimen with a coastal

congruence, DNA was extracted from the teeth of 37 additional

skull but an offshore haplotype (see results). Genotyping was per-

bottlenose dolphins that stranded in 1978–2012 along the south-

formed on an ABI 3130 Genetic Analyzer with Genescan Liz-500 size

ern Brazilian coast (Figure 1b). These samples were identified to

standard and scored using GeneMapper v5 (Applied Biosystems).

the ecotype level by their cranial morphology. Skulls were also

Positive and no-DNA controls were included in all genotyping am-

available from two previously biopsied animals after their death

plifications. Individuals were kept in the analyses when at least 8

in subsequent years (Table S1). Therefore, a total of 57 of the 253

loci were successfully amplified (wSA: 190 of the 216; wNA: 37 of

samples had both morphological and genetic data available, but

the 37). Genotyping error rate was estimated by randomly selecting

due to problems with DNA amplification of the tooth samples (see

19 individuals of the wSA and four of the wNA and re-genotyping

below) only 34 of these 57 were used in the analyses of congru-

at all 10 loci.

ence between the data sets. DNA extraction and molecular sex-

We initially identified duplicate samples using the genotypic

ing methodologies are described in the Supporting Information.

information and the software MSTools (Park, 2001), and looked

All maps in this study were generated using MARMAP (Pante

for congruence in the sex and mtDNA haplotype of the potential

& Simon-Bouhet, 2013) implemented in R v3.3.1 (R Core Team,

duplicates. We then genotyped these potential duplicate samples

2016) and the ETOPO1 data set (Amante & Eakins, 2009).

with 11 additional loci (multiplexes 3 and 4 in Table S3) to increase

We also used 72 published mtDNA control region haplotypes

power in confirming the detection of duplicates before removal from

from genetically identified coastal (n = 22) and offshore (n = 50) bot-

the data set. One sample of each pair of duplicates identified using

tlenose dolphins from the western North Atlantic (wNA) available

21 loci was removed from further analyses (Table S1). Genotyping

in GenBank (Table S2) and nuclear microsatellite genotypes of 37

errors due to null alleles, allelic dropout and incorrect scoring of

bottlenose dolphins biopsied in offshore waters of the wNA (Figure

stutter peaks were checked using MICRO-CHECKER v2.2.3 (Van

S1) to compare the signatures of dolphins of the wSA with those

Oosterhout, Hutchinson, Wills, & Shipley, 2004) with 10,000 iter-

from wNA.

ations. Each locus was tested for departure from Hardy–Weinberg
equilibrium (HWE) (Guo & Thompson, 1992) and linkage disequi-

2.2 | Microsatellite genotyping and analyses

librium using the Fisher's exact tests in GENEPOP v4.6 (Rousset,
2008) using 10,000 dememorizations, 1,000 batches and 10,000
iterations per batch. Both tests were applied to the full final data

Microsatellite genotyping was performed for the 216 soft tissues

set and to the ecotype groups expected based on skull morphology

collected in the wSA and the 37 individuals biopsied in offshore wa-

or sample origin (i.e. photo-identification or biopsy sampling loca-

ters of the wNA using 10 microsatellite loci amplified in multiplexes

tion). The sequential Bonferroni technique (Holm, 1979) was applied
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to correct for multiple tests. Loci that exhibited homozygote excess

nuclear clustering analyses. However, for samples we were able to

were re-genotyped at a lower temperature (45°C) to check for the

sequence but not genotype for more than eight loci (n = 27), ecotypic

presence of null alleles.

classification was defined according to cranial morphology or pho-

Evidence for more than one genetic cluster in the wSA was

to-identification. Further, stranding samples of unknown origin (and

investigated using the Bayesian clustering programs TESS v2.3.1

without skull available for morphological classification), which were

(Durand, Chen, & François, 2009) and STRUCTURE v2.3.4

sequenced but not genotyped (n = 13), were designated “unknown

(Pritchard, Wen, & Falush, 2010) and 147 samples of known ori-

ecotype” and were only used in the mtDNA network analysis and in

gin (biopsy samples from coastal and offshore waters; stranding

the Random Forest analysis for assignment probability to an eco-

samples identified to ecotype by skull morphology or photo-iden-

type (see Supporting Information and Results). Noteworthy, eight of

tification) after the removal of duplicates (see results). The two

the 208 samples exhibited heteroplasmic (hpl) haplotypes (Vollmer,

approaches were used to look for congruence between results

Viricel, Wilcox, Moore, & Rosel, 2011) and they were only used in

and ensure reliability in the determination of the wSA clusters.

the Random Forest analysis (see below) due to software limitations

STRUCTURE was also used to assign 21 stranding samples of un-

in dealing with ambiguous bases.

known origin to a cluster by activating the USEPOPINFO option

A median-joining network of 29 mtDNA haplotypes was con-

with one run of K = 2 (best number of clusters, see results) and all

structed in Network v5.0.0.3 (Bandelt, Forster, & Röhl, 1999) with de-

the other prior settings. See Supporting Information for parame-

fault parameters to examine the relationships among the haplotypes

ters used. The STRUCTURE and TESS results (using the same indi-

found in the wSA. Haplotype (Nei & Tajima, 1981) and nucleotide (Nei,

viduals) were compared to reach a consensus in defining the best

1987) diversities, and genetic differentiation (FST, ΦST) between the

number of wSA clusters.

wSA ecotypes (conducted with and without closely related individu-

For each identified wSA cluster, inbreeding coefficient (FIS) and

als) were estimated in ARLEQUIN. Net between-group nucleotide di-

mean observed (HO) and expected (HE ) heterozygosities, as well as

vergence (dA; Nei, 1987) was estimated using the STRATAG package

pairwise FST (Weir & Cockerham, 1984) between the clusters (with

(Archer, Adams, & Schneiders, 2017) in R v3.3.1. The best model of

10,000 permutations), were estimated using ARLEQUIN v3.5.1.2

evolution to calculate the divergences was identified using jModelT-

(Excoffier & Lischer, 2010). Mean allelic richness (AR) was calculated

est v2.1.6 (Posada, 2008) and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) on

using FSTAT v2.9.3 (Goudet, 1995), and the total numbers of alleles

CIPRES Science Gateway (Miller, Pfeiffer, & Schwartz, 2010)—Tamura-

(NA) and private alleles per wSA cluster were identified with Convert

Nei (Tamura & Nei, 1993) with invariant sites.

(Glaubitz, 2004). The presence and directionality of contemporary

Finally, percent diagnosable (PD) based on a Random Forest

gene flow between the wSA clusters was estimated using the micro-

methodology (Archer, Martien, & Taylor, 2017) was used to pro-

satellite data set (10 loci) and the program BAYESASS v3.0.4 (Wilson

duce classification models to examine whether there is subspecies

& Rannala, 2003). See Supporting Information for the parameter

or species-level diagnosability between the wSA ecotypes using

settings.

195 mtDNA sequences (without the unknown ecotype samples).

Mean pairwise relatedness values (r) were estimated in

In brief, this method develops a classification model, based on

COANCESTRY v1.0.1.8 (Wang, 2011) using the Queller and

multiple classification trees, that maximizes the probability of cor-

Goodnight (1989) index to identify closely related individuals. To ex-

rect classification using all variable sites in the mtDNA sequence

clude the possibility that kinship may be overestimating population

alignment (see more details in Archer, Martien, et al., 2017). We

structure (Bilgmann, Parra, Zanardo, Beheregaray, & Möller, 2014),

followed the 95% diagnosability threshold (Taylor, Archer, et al.,

the clustering analyses and further nuclear statistical analyses were

2017) for the subspecies level due to the fact that although gene

repeated by excluding one sample of each pair of individuals within

flow has been restricted between the subspecies, low levels of

each cluster with relatedness values, r ≥ 0.5.

gene flow may still occur, what can result in some small level of
overlap between the groups, and 100% for the species level, since

2.3 | Mitochondrial DNA sequencing and analyses
(wSA)
A 353 base pair (bp) portion of the mtDNA control region was successfully amplified and sequenced for 230 samples, which included
all 216 soft tissue samples and 14 tooth samples (23 tooth samples

species are expected to be 100% diagnosable from one another
(see Archer, Martien, et al., 2017). See Supporting Information for
specifications of the run.

2.4 | MtDNA and microsatellite analyses for the
wSA and wNA combined

failed to amplify due to DNA degradation) of the western South
Atlantic (wSA). Primers and PCR conditions are described in the

The 208 mtDNA control region sequences of the western South

Supporting Information.

Atlantic (wSA) were aligned with 72 control region haplotypes of

A total of 208 individual sequences of the wSA were used for

the western North Atlantic (wNA) using CLUSTALW implemented

the mtDNA data analyses after removal of 22 duplicates. Most of

in Geneious v9.1.8 (Biomatters) and default parameters, producing

the samples (n = 168) were classified into an ecotype based on the

a 354-bp alignment. Phylogenetic relationships among T. truncatus
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haplotypes of the western Atlantic (wSA: 29; wNA: 21) were investi-

(i.e. were not included in the multivariate analyses above) but also

gated using a maximum likelihood tree constructed in IQ-TREE web-

had tissue available for molecular analyses.

server (Trifinopoulos, Nguyen, Haeseler, & Minh, 2016) with Ultrafast
bootstrap (UFBoot) analysis, 1,000 bootstrap replicates and all other
default parameters. Lagenorhynchus acutus, Steno bredanensis and
the holotype of T. aduncus were used for outgroups (Table S2). The
best evolutionary model for DNA substitution was selected using

3 | R E S U LT S
3.1 | Quality control—genetic data

jModelTest and BIC on the CIPRES portal—Hasegawa-Kishino-Yano
(Hasegawa, Kishino, & Yano, 1985) with invariant sites and a gamma

The genotyping data set comprised 190 samples from the western

distribution. We also constructed a median-joining network of 50

South Atlantic (wSA) that were successfully amplified for at least eight

mtDNA haplotypes in Network (Bandelt et al., 1999) and default pa-

microsatellite loci. However, a total of 25 pairs of duplicates (including

rameters to examine the relationships among the haplotypes found in

individuals with more than one duplicate) were identified and, after re-

the wSA and wNA. Lastly, the TESS and STRUCTURE analyses were

moval of 22 duplicate samples (including a sample of unknown location;

repeated with 10 microsatellite loci and 168 wSA samples and 37 wNA

see Table S1), the final wSA nuclear data set comprised 168 samples

offshore samples following the methodologies described above.

(coastal: 107; offshore: 61; see results below). The genotyping of the
DNA extracted from the tooth (UFSC1077) failed for all loci. The genotyping error rate was 0.006 (three scoring differences in 506 alleles).

2.5 | Morphological data and statistical analyses

The mtDNA control region was successfully amplified for 230 samples; the final sample size after removal of the 22 duplicates was 208

A principal component analysis (PCA) was performed on 100 of

(coastal: 131; offshore: 64; unknown: 13; see results below) of which

the 106 physically mature skulls available in this study, including 83

97 were males, 96 were females and 15 of unknown sex (see Table 1).

previously examined in Costa et al. (2016), using 21 cranial meas-

Neither significant departure from HWE nor linkage disequilib-

urements (Table S1). The samples were assigned to an ecotype fol-

rium was observed after Bonferroni correction when dividing the

lowing the qualitative characters defined in Costa et al. (2016) to

data set into the ecotype groups expected based on skull morphol-

visually identify the ecotypes based on skull morphology (coastal:

ogy or sample origin. MICRO-CHECKER detected possible null al-

75; offshore: 25). Our goal was to examine the distribution of the

leles and incorrect scoring of stutter peaks for locus Ttr61 in the

individuals on the orthogonal axes and visually identify possible

coastal cluster. Re-genotyping a subset of homozygotes at a sig-

clusters along the PCA axes based on the a priori classifications. A

nificantly lower annealing temperature confirmed the original calls,

Random Forest analysis (R package randomForest; Liaw & Wiener,

suggesting null alleles were not present and the locus was retained.

2002) was performed using the morphometric data set to quantify

High relatedness values were only observed within the coastal wSA

the accuracy of the a priori classifications. The Random Forest argu-

cluster, and no significant change in the clustering results was ob-

ments were set as mtry = 8, ntree = 10,000 and sampsize = 12 (half of

served after the removal of 74 related samples (Figure S2); therefore,

the smallest sample size; used to correct for unbalanced models due

we kept all the samples in the subsequent analyses.

to differences in sample sizes). The PCA and Random Forest were
conducted in R v3.3.1. A total of 28 of the 100 specimens used in
the morphological multivariate analyses also had tissue available for

3.2 | Genetic analyses (wSA)

the molecular analyses described above. Using visual inspection of
the skull, we also classified to the ecotype six additional specimens

Results of TESS and STRUCTURE were congruent for the samples

(coastal: 5; offshore: 1) that had some missing cranial measurements

of known origin: the samples of the western South Atlantic (wSA)

TA B L E 1 Sample sizes (a) for the microsatellite and mitochondrial DNA (mtDNA) data sets, indicating initial number of samples available,
the number that failed (see main text), the number of duplicates and the final sample size for each data type; (b) number of samples in
common across datasets
(a)

Initial data set

Failed

Duplicates removed

Final data set

Microsatellites

216 s, 1 t

26 s, 1 t

22 s

168 s

mtDNA

216 s, 37 t

23 t

22 s

194 s, 14 t

(b)

Microsatellites

Microsatellites

168

mtDNA

mtDNA

168

208

Skulls

2

34

Note: Values in bold indicate the final total number of samples available for that data set.
Abbreviations: s, soft tissue samples; t, tooth samples.

Skulls

106
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were divided into the groups expected based on skull morphology

clusters in the wSA at the highest hierarchical level, resulting in 87

and/or sample origin (i.e. photo-identification or biopsy sampling

individuals assigned to the coastal cluster and 60 to the offshore

location). For TESS, the DIC curve initially decreased sharply and

cluster.

began to level off at K max = 4 (Figure S3-A). The bar plots in TESS

Using the USEPOPINFO option in STRUCTURE, 20 individuals

(Figure 2) indicated at most three clusters (K = 3) with most of the

of unknown origin were strongly assigned (assignment probabili-

individuals (94.6%) assigned to two distinct clusters correspond-

ties > 0.97) to the coastal cluster, creating a final coastal data set of

ing to the wSA coastal and offshore ecotypes (cut-off ≥ 0.5). The

107 genotyped individuals, and one sample was strongly assigned

most likely number of clusters identified in STRUCTURE using

to the offshore cluster, forming a final offshore data set of 61 geno-

the Evanno method was K = 2, whereas LnP(D) suggested K = 3

typed individuals (assignment probability = 1.0).

(Figure S4-A). Comparisons between the two clustering analyses

The 353-bp control region alignment for the 195 individuals

demonstrated congruence of 100% for K = 2 and of 76% for K = 3

assigned to an ecotype revealed 37 haplotypes (including eight

(Figure 2). The plots of K = 3 indicated the subdivision of the wSA

hpl) defined by 44 polymorphic sites, with 11 (including four hpl)

offshore cluster in two. However, there was no consistency in the

exclusively found in samples considered as coastal (n = 131) and

assignment of offshore individuals to a third cluster when compar-

25 (including another four hpl) exclusively found in samples con-

ing both TESS (n = 8 samples) and STRUCTURE (n = 27 samples)

sidered as offshore (n = 64). Only one haplotype (OTtr34) was

results (Table S4). Further results (i.e. mtDNA haplotypes, geo-

shared between the ecotypes (Figure 3). It was found in five sam-

graphic distribution, sex information, genetic connectivity with

ples classified as the offshore ecotype and one stranding sample

the western North Atlantic samples) did not reveal any pattern that

(UFSC1077) assigned to the coastal ecotype by skull morphology.

could logically explain the subdivision of the wSA offshore group.

No fixed nucleotide differences were observed between the eco-

We also did not detect any significant level of relatedness within

types. The 13 stranding samples designated “unknown ecotype”

the offshore data set. Therefore, considering the results obtained

exhibited four previously described haplotypes: three exclusively

for both clustering analyses, the lack of a biological explanation for

found in coastal samples and one that matched the haplotype

the presence of a third cluster of a small number of wSA offshore

shared between the wSA ecotypes (Figure 3). All the “unknown

samples, and the fact that in many cases LnP(D) overestimates

ecotype” samples (n = 12) that exhibited the “coastal” haplotype

population structure, whereas ΔK more accurately detects the up-

were predicted (based on the mtDNA Random Forest analysis) to

permost hierarchical level of genetic structure (Evanno, Regnaut,

belong to the coastal ecotype (assignment probabilities > 99.5%),

& Goudet, 2005), K = 2 was considered the most likely number of

whereas the single “unknown ecotype” sample with the shared

(a)

K=3

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

K=2

Coastal

Offshore

Coastal

Offshore

Coastal

Offshore

Coastal

Offshore

0.0

0.2

0.4

0.6

0.8

1.0

(b)

F I G U R E 2 Bayesian assignment probabilities of common bottlenose dolphins in the western South Atlantic based on 10 nuclear
microsatellite loci and inferred using (a) TESS and (b) STRUCTURE for K = 2 and K = 3. Each column represents one individual with colours
representing the membership proportion to each of the clusters: wSA coastal cluster (green), wSA offshore cluster (blue), unknown offshore
(third) cluster (grey)
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SWATtr20

OTtr34
2

SWATtr8

3

OTtr19

SWATtr17

OTtr27

2

SWATtr9
SWATtr14

2

SWATtr6

OTtr35

4

ecotypes (Table 2).

SWATtr18

2

2

SWATtr19

OTtr29

2

OTtr21

SWATtr15

extremely low in both directions between the coastal and offshore

SWATtr11
2

4

5

SWATtr16

OTtr1
2

3

SWATtr13

2

4

SWATtr7

2

SWATtr12
2

SWATtr3

2

SWATtr2

SWATtr10
SWATtr22

The control region alignment revealed that 30 of the 37 haplotypes
identified in the western South Atlantic (wSA) were exclusively found
in the wSA samples (SWATtr and hpl), whereas seven (OTtr) were
shared with offshore common bottlenose dolphins of the western

SWATtr5

SWATtr1

3.3 | Genetic comparisons between wSA and
wNA ecotypes

North Atlantic (wNA) (new haplotypes were deposited in GenBank:

SWATtr21

accession numbers MK105857-MK105886). The shared haplotype

2

observed in the wSA was also seen in wNA offshore dolphins. No hap-

SWATtr4

lotypes were shared with the coastal wNA samples. The wNA coastal

F I G U R E 3 Median-joining network of haplotypes of common
bottlenose dolphins of the western South Atlantic. Haplotypes
colour-coded as coastal ecotype (green), offshore ecotype (blue),
“unknown ecotype” (orange). The size of the circles is proportional
to the haplotype frequency in each group. Small red dots indicate
either extinct or unsampled haplotypes. Small red numbers
represent mutational steps

dolphins formed a separate group in the haplotype network and phylogenetic tree, whereas both coastal and offshore samples of the wSA
grouped together with the wNA offshore ecotype (Figures 4 and 5).
TESS and STRUCTURE runs incorporating wSA dolphins and wNA
offshore samples returned a similar number of clusters (Figure 6). The
DIC curve decreased sharply and slowed after Kmax = 5 (Figure S3-B)
and TESS bar plots indicated at most four clusters, with 97.1% of the

haplotype was predicted to belong to the offshore ecotype (as-

individuals assigned among three distinct clusters (cut-off ≥ 0.5). The

signment probabilities > 99.35%).

most likely number of clusters identified in STRUCTURE using the

Allelic diversity and heterozygosity values were lower for the

Evanno method was K = 2, whereas LnP(D) suggested K = 4 (Figure

coastal (which also exhibited two monomorphic loci: Ttr54 and

S4-B). For K = 2, all the wSA coastal samples were clustered together,

Ttr58) than the offshore nuclear cluster. The same was observed

whereas all the offshore samples from both the wSA and wNA formed

for the genetic diversity patterns for the mtDNA (Table S5). A sig-

a second cluster for the western Atlantic (wATL) (all assignment proba-

nificant positive inbreeding coefficient (after Bonferroni correction)

bilities > 93%). At K = 3, there was also a strong geographic component

was only observed in the coastal cluster when the closely related

to the clusters (i.e. wSA coastal vs. wSA offshore vs. wNA offshore),

individuals were included in the analysis (Table S5).

whereas at K = 4, TESS and STRUCTURE subdivided the offshore sam-

Significant genetic differentiation was observed between the

ples into additional clusters (assignment probabilities ≥ 50%), which

ecotypes for both markers with and without closely related indi-

did not show any discernable geographic pattern (e.g. wSA vs. wNA).

viduals included (Table 2). Nei's dA was 0.008 and diagnosability

Comparisons between the two analyses demonstrated congruence in

PD = 98.44% (Table S6), both values indicative of subspecies-level

the individual assignments of 100% for K = 2, 87% for K = 3 and 75.5%

distinction (Taylor, Archer, et al., 2017). Recent gene flow rates were

for K = 4 (Table S4). Considering the lack of any obvious biological

TA B L E 2 Mean recent migration rates and respective 95% confidence intervals (CI) between the wSA clusters identified by STRUCTURE,
inferred using microsatellite data and BAYEASS
Migration rates between clusters
From/To

Coastal (95% CI)

Genetic differentiation between clusters
Offshore (95% CI)

Nuclear DNA

mtDNA

With closely related coastal samples
Coastal

0.997 (0.991 – 1.0)

0.005 (0.0 – 0.016)

FST

0.358

0.233

Offshore

0.003 (0.0 – 0.009)

0.995 (0.984 – 1.0)

ΦST

NA

0.406

Without closely related coastal samples
Coastal

0.99 (0.972 – 1.0)

0.006 (0.0 – 0.016)

FST

0.258

0.204

Offshore

0.01 (0.0 – 0.028)

0.994 (0.984 – 1.0)

ΦST

NA

0.361

Note: Genetic differentiation (FST and ΦST ) between the wSA clusters inferred using microsatellite data and mitochondrial DNA data (p-values < .0001
for all tests). The migration rates were estimated as the proportion of individuals that migrate from one cluster to the other per generation. The
analyses were performed with and without the closely related coastal samples (see text). NA: Not Applicable. Total sample size per ecotype for
nuclear data: offshore (n = 61); coastal (with related samples: n = 107; without related samples: n = 33). Total sample size per ecotype for mtDNA
data: offshore (n = 64); coastal (with related samples: n = 131; without related samples: n = 57).
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Ttr9
Ttr4

SWATtr7
SWATtr6
SWATtr9
SWATtr18
3

Ttr12
Ttr5
Ttr6 Ttr13

2

3

SWATtr14 OTtr37

8
3

Ttr3

Ttr29

OTtr26
OTtr11

SWATtr20
OTtr34
2

2

OTtr21
OTtr1
OTtr7 SWATtr17
2 OTtr19
OTtr12
OTtr9
SWATtr22
2
SWATtr15
OTtr22
SWATtr10
OTtr35
3
SWATtr5
2

SWATtr8
SWATtr11
OTtr27 OTtr29

5

2

2

SWATtr12

SWATtr19 SWATtr13

2

SWATtr2

r3

SWATtr16

OTtr13

t
AT
SW

OTtr17

OTtr2

OTtr15

Ttr1
Ttr7

9

SWATtr21

2

SWATtr1

SWATtr4

F I G U R E 4 Median-joining network of haplotypes of common bottlenose dolphins of the western Atlantic. Haplotypes colour-coded as
western South Atlantic coastal ecotype (green), western South Atlantic offshore ecotype (blue), western North Atlantic coastal ecotype
(red) and western North Atlantic offshore ecotype (purple). The size of the circles is proportional to the haplotype frequency in each group.
Haplotypes from the western North Atlantic coastal ecotype were retrieved from GenBank, and therefore, there is only one individual per
haplotype. Small black dots indicate either extinct or unsampled haplotypes. Small red numbers represent mutational steps
explanation for the subdivision of the offshore samples into three clus-

revealed a haplotype (OTtr34) originally found in offshore dolphins

ters (as seen in K = 4), K = 3 was considered the most likely number of

of both wSA and wNA (see information for 28 of the 34 samples in

clusters in the wATL (wSA coastal, wSA offshore, wNA offshore) with

Figure 7).

evidence for a small number of admixed individuals between the two
offshore clusters, particularly a few wSA offshore animals with some
affinity to the wNA offshore group.

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

3.4 | Morphological analyses

4.1 | Ecological divergence between the wSA
ecotypes

The 100 specimens from the western South Atlantic (wSA) were dis-

Ecological factors may be the driving force in the evolutionary diver-

tributed in two well-defined clusters along the PCA plot, showing

gence between the ecotypes of the western South Atlantic (wSA).

congruence with the ecotype classifications based on morphologi-

The two wSA ecotypes exhibit differences in morphological traits

cal characters and previous observations (see Costa et al., 2016 for

that have been attributed to differential prey and habitat prefer-

more details). The first two principal components explained 75.8%

ences (Costa et al., 2016). The congruence seen here between the

of the variance (Figure 7). Random Forest showed congruence of

morphological and genetic data confirms the presence of two dis-

98.7% with the PCA results in the grouping classification. One indi-

tinct ecological groups in the wSA—namely coastal and offshore

vidual (UFSC1281), a priori classified as coastal, was assigned to the

ecotypes—with significant level of evolutionary divergence. The cor-

offshore ecotype by Random Forest with low scores (60.7%). This

respondence between habitat (based on biopsy location) and genetic

individual is placed closer to the coastal than offshore cluster in the

differentiation further support the initial suggestion by Costa et al.

PCA plot (Figure 7), and therefore, it was still classified as belonging

(2016) that the ecotypes have a parapatric distribution. Evidence for

to the coastal ecotype. The six individuals visually assigned to an

habitat-driven population structure was also supported by previous

ecotype based on morphological characters were classified as five

molecular analyses (Fruet et al., 2017) and by the observation of dif-

coastal and one offshore.

ferential habitat distribution between the ecotypes (Simões-Lopes

Congruence was observed between the mtDNA and morpholog-

et al., 2019).

ical results, with one exception. In brief, 28 of 34 samples had both a

The coastal ecotype appears to be restricted to shallower wa-

coastal morphotype and mtDNA haplotype only found in dolphins of

ters (<20 m) within ~3 km of the coast between latitudes −23° and

coastal waters, five exhibited the offshore morphotype and haplo-

−43° (Costa et al., 2016; Di Tullio, Fruet, & Secchi, 2015; Fruet et

types found in dolphins collected in offshore waters, and one single

al., 2017; Simões-Lopes et al., 2019), usually forming small associ-

sample (UFSC1077) was identified as coastal based on skull mor-

ated groups (<100 individuals) with high site-fidelity to estuaries,

phology, but its tooth DNA sequencing (successfully extracted three

enclosed bays and river mouths (Daura-Jorge, Ingram, & Simões-

times and amplified and sequenced two times for each extraction)

Lopes, 2013; Fruet, Secchi, Tullio, & Kinas, 2011; Giacomo & Ott,
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Offshore & wSA Coastal

10

F I G U R E 5 Phylogenetic tree for common bottlenose dolphins of the western Atlantic Ocean based on maximum likelihood methodology
using 354 bp of mtDNA control region sequence. Values above nodes represent bootstrap values (cut-off > 50%). Ttr: wNA coastal
haplotypes; OTtr: wNA offshore haplotypes; SWATtr: wSA haplotypes. The haplotype names are coloured following descriptions in Figure 4.
The shared haplotype between ecotypes is coloured in black
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(b)

wSA

Offshore

wSA Coastal

wSA

wNA

wSA Coastal

wSA

wNA

Offshore

wSA Coastal

wNA

Offshore

F I G U R E 6 Bayesian assignment probabilities of common bottlenose dolphins in the western Atlantic Ocean based on 10 nuclear
microsatellite loci and inferred using (a) TESS and (b) STRUCTURE for K = 2, K = 3 and K = 4. Each column represents one individual. The
colours represent the membership proportion to each of the clusters: wSA coastal cluster (green), wSA offshore cluster (blue), wNA offshore
cluster (purple), unknown offshore (fourth) cluster (grey)
coastal

Ecotype

offshore

4

PC2 (17.1% explained var.)

*
2

0

–2

–4
–4

0

4

8

PC1 (58.7% explained var.)

F I G U R E 7 Scatter plot of the principal component 1 (PC1) and 2 (PC2) scores from the principal component analysis of 21 cranial
measurements and 100 common bottlenose dolphins of the western South Atlantic. Black shapes represent the specimens with only
morphological data available (circle: coastal morphotype; triangle: offshore morphotype), whereas coloured shapes represent the specimens
with both morphological and genetic data available (green: coastal haplotype; blue: offshore haplotype). The sample UFSC1077 (see text) is
represented by a blue circle. The sample UFSC1281 (see text) is represented by “*”. Ellipses represent 95% confidence.
2017; Simões-Lopes, Fabián, & Menegheti, 1998; Vermeulen &

individuals (Di Tullio, Gandra, Zerbini, & Secchi, 2016; Fruet et al.,

Cammareri, 2009a), and employing habitat-specific learned forag-

2017; Simões-Lopes et al., 2019).

ing techniques (Simões-Lopes et al., 1998). The offshore ecotype

Populations occupying different environments or exploiting

has a larger home range and is usually distributed along the coast in

different resources in sympatry or parapatry can experience con-

deeper waters (>30 m), although there are records of these dolphins

trasting natural selection pressures on traits, which will become ad-

closer to the coast (Simões-Lopes et al., 2019; Tardín, Chun, Simão, &

vantageous in one environment but not in the other (Rundle & Nosil,

Alves, 2019), which may be influenced by the presence of upwelling

2005; Schluter, 2001). This ecological differentiation can lead to

(Tardín et al., 2019), and they usually form groups up to hundreds of

reproductive isolation and ultimately result in ecological speciation

12
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(Rundle & Nosil, 2005; Schluter, 2001), with a reduced probability

one shared haplotype between the wSA ecotypes. It was an off-

of mating between such ecologically differentiated groups possibly

shore-type haplotype found in five offshore individuals and one

arising due to individuals' preference to mate within their native

stranded dolphin with a skull characteristic of the coastal ecotype.

habitat (i.e. habitat preferences), the selection of mates on the basis

In contrast, Fruet et al. (2017) found no shared haplotypes be-

of phenotypic traits (i.e. mate choice) or migrants presenting lower

tween biopsies collected in coastal and offshore waters of the

growth, reproduction and survival rates in a different environment

wSA. Including samples from stranded animals and, more impor-

than their natal habitat because of a less-adapted phenotype (i.e. se-

tantly, combining genetic and morphological data from those sam-

lection against migrants) (Hendry, Nosil, & Rieseberg, 2007; Schluter

ples may have increased the power to detect animals with mixed

& Conte, 2009).

histories. If only morphological data, or only genetic data, were

For the western South Atlantic, there are records of a small

available for the stranding sample (UFSC1077), we would not have

area of overlap for the two ecotypes in shallower waters (Fruet

detected it as unusual. This result raises the possibility of further

et al., 2017; Vermeulen & Cammareri, 2009b), so mating between

shared haplotypes in the stranding samples of unknown origin

them could conceivably occur. However, sightings of co-occur-

(n = 13) for which there is only mtDNA sequence data available.

rence of the ecotypes are uncommon (Simões-Lopes et al., 2019).

Random Forest analysis using the mtDNA variable sites of these

The genetic data suggested low migration rates between the wSA

“unknown ecotype” samples allowed us to predict their ecotype

ecotypes (around 1% per generation based on microsatellite data)

based on classification probabilities; however, the Random Forest

and stronger differentiation was found between common bottle-

analysis is only looking at maternal data (mtDNA), so it will not

nose dolphins occupying adjacent but ecologically distinct habitats

be able to detect the presence of possible “hybrids” of the two

(i.e. wSA coastal vs. wSA offshore) than between dolphins occu-

ecotypes based on nuclear data, and higher assignment probability

pying distant but ecologically similar habitats (i.e. wSA offshore

of the mtDNA haplotype is expected to the ecotype where the

vs. wNA offshore). The single haplotype we found to be shared

haplotype in question is found in higher frequency. Therefore,

between the two ecotypes in the western South Atlantic was also

we conclude that although we can use a quantifiable probability

shared with dolphins from offshore waters of the western North

to classify “unknown ecotype” samples, it is impossible to reli-

Atlantic (wNA). Seven additional haplotypes (of the 37 found in

ably classify these 13 samples to an ecotype using only mtDNA

the wSA samples) were shared among offshore dolphins of the

sequence, reinforcing the need to use multiple lines of evidence

wSA and wNA. The nuclear data also suggested some degree of

when working with stranding data.

admixture between the offshore samples of the two regions, to

Further, as previously stated a total of eight offshore-type

the exclusion of the wSA coastal samples, suggesting there may be

haplotypes (including the shared haplotype between the wSA

some genetic interconnection between the offshore dolphins of

ecotypes) were also found in offshore dolphins of the western

both ocean basins, although whether this is historical or ongoing

North Atlantic (wNA). Louis et al. (2014) also detected control re-

is unknown. Taken together, these findings indicate that distinct

gion haplotypes shared between coastal and offshore ecotypes

habitat choices might be leading the ecotypes to more frequently

in the eastern North Atlantic (eNA) and offshore individuals from

mate with individuals inhabiting either their natal area or similar

the western North Atlantic. As in this current study, there were no

environmental conditions. Therefore, habitat preferences and low

haplotypes shared with the wNA coastal dolphins. Evidence for

dispersal rates may be the potential primary drivers of the repro-

genetic connectivity between wNA offshore dolphins and com-

ductive isolation between these ecotypes.

mon bottlenose dolphins of other oceanographic regions has been

Examples of ecological specialization as the driving force of spe-

observed elsewhere (Natoli et al., 2004; Quérouil et al., 2007;

ciation have been cited before for other marine species (Foote &

Tezanos-Pinto et al., 2009). Moura et al. (2013) suggested that cli-

Morin, 2016; Kashiwagi et al., 2012; Rocha, Robertson, Roman, &

mate changes during the Late Pleistocene may have allowed oce-

Bowen, 2005), and the levels of genetic and morphological diver-

anic bottlenose dolphins to colonize coastal habitats, resulting in

gence observed between the wSA common bottlenose dolphin eco-

an opportunity for divergence between coastal and offshore bot-

types in this study suggest they may provide another example of

tlenose dolphin ecotypes. As pointed out by Louis et al. (2014), low

ecological speciation in the marine environment.

levels of genetic diversity, as seen for the western South Atlantic
(wSA) coastal ecotype (Fruet et al., 2017; this study), may be due

4.2 | The wSA ecotypes and their relationship to the
wNA ecotypes

to founder events. The absence of shared haplotypes between
the wSA ecotypes and the wNA coastal ecotype supports the
hypothesis of independent founder events. Further, whereas the
phylogenetic analysis supported separation of the wNA coastal

Similar to the results in Fruet et al. (2017), the offshore ecotype

dolphins from all the others, it could not distinguish among the

was more genetically diverse in both the nuclear and mitochon-

wSA coastal, wSA offshore and wNA offshore dolphins. The in-

drial DNA than the coastal ecotype, which seems to be a world-

ability to differentiate among these three groups may be due to

wide characteristic (Louis et al., 2014; Natoli, Peddemors, &

low power associated with this short control region fragment; the

Hoelzel, 2004). In the western South Atlantic, we observed only

use of longer sequence data, that is whole mitochondrial genomes,
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may improve the phylogenetic resolution of these taxa. Evidence

how subspecies and species were defined based on this data type.

of speciation between the two ecotypes in the wNA has been pre-

Rosel, Hancock-hanser, et al. (2017) used mtDNA control region

viously suggested (Kingston & Rosel, 2004) and should be further

sequence data from well-accepted pairs of populations, subspecies

investigated.

and species of cetaceans to compare several different metrics and
observed that Nei's d A and percent diagnosable performed best in

4.3 | Taxonomic and conservation implications

discriminating each taxonomic group and provided highly accurate
thresholds of classification, which, coupled with additional lines
of evidence (e.g. nuclear markers), can “improve taxonomic inves-

Statistical analysis of morphological divergence has revealed that

tigations in cetaceans”. Moderate values for Nei's d A (0.008) and

the wSA ecotypes may be considered at least different subspecies

diagnosability (PD) around 98% were observed between the two

(Costa et al., 2016), a conclusion accepted by the Society for Marine

wSA ecotypes, both of which are in line with the thresholds con-

Mammalogy's Committee on Taxonomy (2018). In this current study,

sidered informative for subspecies descriptions (0.004 < d A < 0.02;

we detected morphological diagnosability of 98.7% between the

95% < PD < 100%; see Taylor, Archer, et al., 2017). We found one

ecotypes using 100 samples (coastal: 75; offshore: 25) and a Random

shared haplotype, no fixed substitutions separating the mtDNA

Forest analysis. Nevertheless, Wickert et al. (2016) suggested the

clusters and no clear phylogenetic distinction between the wSA

observed morphological differentiation is strong enough to war-

ecotypes. The low level of differentiation and shared haplotype

rant species status for the two ecotypes following the Phylogenetic

may be indicative of a relatively recent divergence and incomplete

Species Concept.

lineage sorting in the mtDNA genome or a low level of genetic ex-

Application of the Phylogenetic Species Concept can signifi-

change (approximate 1% per generation) as suggested by the mi-

cantly increase the number of described species, particularly

crosatellite data. Previous studies have also indicated possible low

when very few characters or small sample sizes are used (Agapow

levels of gene flow between the wSA ecotypes. Using microsatellite

et al., 2004; Walsh, 2000). The erroneous split of a species can

data, Fruet et al. (2017) and Oliveira et al. (2019) both provided ev-

result in new taxa, each with smaller ranges and population sizes

idence for some admixed individuals. However, the number of loci

than the original species. This can potentially increase the num-

in these studies was relatively low and the very low allelic diversity

ber of endangered species and result in negative consequences

of the coastal ecotype increases the likelihood of shared common

for conservation strategies and the study of biodiversity where

alleles that could create the appearance of admixture. The level of

there are often limited resources (Agapow et al., 2004). The use

admixture identified by Oliveira et al. (2019) prevented the authors

of additional lines of evidence can help to reinforce the findings

from recommending any formal taxonomic proposal for raising the

based on the Phylogenetic Species Concept and improve species

subspecies T. t. gephyreus to the species level.

classifications. Further, morphology-based taxonomy based on

Taken together, these results suggest the wSA ecotypes are in

qualitative morphological characters should be “treated as ten-

the process of ecological divergence leading to speciation, although

tative” (Agapow et al., 2004) and tested using additional lines of

it may be incomplete since we cannot currently rule out the pos-

evidence since it may lead to some problematic classifications due

sibility of some gene flow. The results support the description of

to (a) possible subjectivity in deciding whether the level of mor-

the wSA ecotypes as the subspecies Tursiops truncatus gephyreus

phological differentiation is congruent with species-level diver-

(wSA coastal ecotype) and T. t. truncatus (offshore ecotype, which

gence; (b) a large number of individuals is needed to demonstrate

includes the wSA and wNA offshore dolphins) (Costa et al., 2016).

that the morphological qualitative characters are fixed differences

Interestingly, the low level of mtDNA divergence contrasts sharply

between the groups (Agapow et al., 2004; Dayrat, 2005; Padial

with the large amount of morphological differentiation observed

et al., 2010). Therefore, in order to evaluate whether the level of

between the wSA ecotypes. Further studies with considerably

differentiation seen between the two ecotypes in the wSA is suf-

higher number of nuclear genetic markers, a possibility provided by

ficient to raise them to species status, we followed the subspecies

next-generation sequencing methods, will be able to more compre-

and species concepts defined in Taylor, Perrin, et al. (2017) and

hensively evaluate the genetic drivers of divergence and levels of

made use of the integrative taxonomy framework, which uses dif-

male-mediated gene flow. Integrating nuclear data with the morpho-

ferent sources of data to test the level of diagnosability between

logical and mitochondrial data provided here will allow a complete

the groups under study.

and thorough evaluation of the taxonomy of these ecotypes and

We also made use of metrics using mtDNA control region sequence data, net between-group nucleotide divergence (Nei's d A )

whether they may represent species, particularly when placed in a
larger geographic context.

and percent diagnosable (PD), since they have been suggested as

The western South Atlantic subspecies represent incipient evolu-

useful tools to distinguish cetacean populations, subspecies and

tionary lineages and we urge that these two subspecies be managed

species (Rosel, Hancock-hanser, et al., 2017; Taylor, Archer, et al.,

independently and preserved for conservation, morphological diver-

2017). The mtDNA control region has been commonly used in tax-

sity and evolutionary purposes. T. t. gephyreus exhibits low levels of

onomic studies with cetacean taxa; however, as pointed out by

genetic variability, and this subspecies appears to be restricted to the

Rosel, Taylor, et al. (2017), there has been a lack of consistency in

coastal waters of southern Brazil, Uruguay and northern Argentina
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(Fruet et al., 2017; Oliveira et al., 2019; this study), although further
work is needed to identify the northernmost distribution along the
Brazilian coast. These coastal areas are affected by several anthropogenic stressors (e.g. overfishing, bycatch, contamination, habitat degradation) that seem to be impacting the dolphins' survival
(Daura-Jorge & Simões-Lopes, 2011; Fruet et al., 2012, 2016), with
some records of population decline (see Vermeulen et al., 2017).
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